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Stoughton Lease Announces Expansion of Services in 

Oklahoma City & Knoxville Area Branches to include New Trailer Sales 

STOUGHTON, Wis. (June 21, 2016) — Stoughton Trailers, LLC, a national leader in 
transportation equipment, is pleased to announce that effective immediately Stoughton 
Leasesm, an affiliate of Stoughton Trailers, will sell new Stoughton® trailers through its 
branch locations in Purcell, OK and White Pine, TN.  Stoughton Lease is a tradename 
of Stoughton Rental & Leasing Company, LLC.  

In addition to its current fleet of rental trailers, both Stoughton Leasesm branches now 
carry an inventory of new Z-Plate dry van trailers for sale onsite for immediate delivery. 
Each location can now offer a complete package of trailer ownership options – 
customers can purchase, lease or rent a Stoughton® trailer. Custom lease-to-own 
packages are also available through Stoughton’s finance company, Stoughton Trailers 
Acceptance Company, which can be processed on-site at Stoughton Lease branch 
locations in Purcell, OK and White Pine, TN.  

The Purcell, OK branch serves customers in Oklahoma and North Texas from its 
location adjacent to I-35. Stoughton Lease shares the property with Barrett Trailers, 
another Stoughton Trailers affiliate company, which manufactures livestock trailers. The 
White Pine, TN branch serves the greater Knoxville area from its location adjacent to I-
40 and also maintains a large rental fleet and many new trailers for sale.  

“These expanded services reflect our dedication and commitment to meeting the total 
needs of our customers, many of which prefer to have a mixture of rental and 
purchased trailers in their fleet” said Paul Sulewski, President of Stoughton Lease.  

About Stoughton Trailers 
Stoughton Trailers is a top 10 international supplier of semi-truck trailers. The 
Wisconsin-based, family-owned company designs, manufactures and markets a wide 
range of dependable semi-truck trailers used for over-the-road trucking, as well as 
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agricultural trailers and other specialty transportation equipment. It provides one-stop 
build, finance, rental and fleet management solutions through world-class 
responsiveness and design value. For more information, visit StoughtonTrailers.com. 
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